
#KickWeight Video 7—Willpower 
Study Guide 

We are triune beings—body, soul and spirit. God want all of us, not just a part. Our soul 
is integral to who we are. But what exactly is our soul. We’ve talked about two parts of 
our soul already—our mind and our emotions. The third part is really a key component. 
It’s our will. 

The dictionary defines will as the power of making a reasoned choice or decision. 

Of course a will is also a legal statement of a person’s wishes concerning the disposal of 
his or her property after death. 

The correlation between these two uses of the word “will” were very interesting to me. 
My will right now is how I live my life. My will after I die is how I wish others to use the 
stuff that comprised my life. 

Both should be contracts or agreements. One is between us and our heirs and is a legal 
binding agreement. This is my “will” for what I want to happen after I die. 

The other is between me and God right now. It also should be a binding agreement as 
well, BUT many times we break that agreement before anything else. Why? Our will is 
what WE WANT to happen. Many times what we want in the moment is not what we 
really have told God we want and truth be told is not really the overall want for our lives. 

We go to Him and say, like He did to me in 1977, “God I want only what You want. Show 
me what to do and I will do it.” He says, “Stop eating sugar. Stop eating so much bread. 
Start eating more meats, fruits and vegetables. That’s what I want you to do.”Notice it is 
a big stop-start. 

I didn’t even waffle about it at that point. I exerted my will and said, “No. I want sugar. I 
can’t do without sugar. I’ll lose weight my way.” And for the next 30 years I tried to 
shoehorn various diets to work for me. I did not want to stop anything forever. I wanted 
my cake (weight loss) and I wanted to eat it too, (the actual cake). 



This was my very strong will at work trying to defy God. All it got me was further into 
weight loss prison. In 1977 I probably weighed 250 pounds. It wasn’t until 2004 when I 
weighed 430 pounds that I really began to sort-of understand what He was telling me. 
But it was 2009, after having gastric bypass surgery and gaining most of the weight back 
that I really owned the fact that I am a sugar addict. 

It’s exactly what God said back in 1977 and it was even more true the day I fully 
embraced it. I am a sugar addict, the same as an alcoholic only with sugar. An alcoholic 
gets free of alcohol by not drinking it. In order for me to get free of the weight I’ve 
gained, in order for me to regain some control over what I ate, I must stop eating sugar. 
Eating something with processed sugar would derail me and I’d go back to eating the 
comfort foods I grew up with. I’d diet and lose weight, but I’d eat comfort food and go 
back off the wagon. I’d go to what I saw as a quick fix to get me through my 
overwhelmingly stressful days. 

The stress was from doing things I thought I should do, but as my mentor says, “I 
shoulded all over myself.” They were just things I thought I should do. Not what I had to 
do. Think about the should in your life and causing you to derail. 

Exerting my “will” over food seemed impossible. To say I didn’t “want” to eat a 
cinnamon roll was just an out and out lie. I wanted it in the worst way. 

What had to change for me was my wanter. I had to want to get healthy. I had to want to 
follow God’s desire for me to have a body which would be a fit temple for the Holy Spirit. 

1 Cor. 6:19-20 NLT— “Don’t you realize that your body is the temple of the Holy 
Spirit, who lives in you and was given to you by God? You do not belong to yourself, for 
God bought you with a high price. So you must honor God with your body. 

I had to give up sugar. I had to want to do that. 

It really took that level of exertion of my will, in line with the actual truth of a doctor 
telling me I only had five years to live if I didn’t lose weight and keep it off, for me to 
understand that sugar was not helping me, but slowly killing me. 

I had to understand that food had become unmanageable in my life. I needed a Power 
greater than myself to restore me to sanity. I had that power all along but I kept 



asserting my will for what my flesh thought it wanted instead of what God had showed 
me was best for me. 

I had to deny myself what I thought it couldn’t live without. 

Luke 9:23 NKJV—“Then He (Jesus) said to them all, “If anyone desires to come after 
Me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow Me.” 

What does denying yourself mean? 

What does to take up your cross mean? 

I knew Galatians 5 talked about all the things that were of our lower self nature. 
However I hadn’t read it in the Weymouth NT. There is specifically said “Riotous 
feasting.” It put me in mind of our big family reunions where we could literally feast all 
day long. Yep, I was guilty of riotous feasting for sure. 

Galatians 5:19-21 Weymouth NT—“Now you know full well the doings of our lower 
natures. Fornication, impurity, indecency, idol-worship, sorcery; enmity, strife, 
jealousy, outbursts of passion, intrigues, dissensions, factions, envyings; hard drinking, 
riotous feasting, and the like. And as to these I forewarn you, as I have already 
forewarned you, that those who are guilty of such things will have no share in the 
Kingdom of God.” 

Have you ever done any riotous feasting? When? 

I realized I had a real problem. 

I realized more than anything, one of the gifts God gave me was an extremely strong 
will. I had just used it for the wrong purposes. 

In The Willpower Instinct Kelly McGonigal talks about the three parts of willpower. 

What I will do—I will eat fruit 

What I won’t do—I won’t eat sugar 

What I want—I want to lose 250 pounds 



What is the stop-start here? 

To exert self-control, you needed to find your motivation. This is I want power. 

I want power is located in the pre-frontal cortex of the brain. It helps you do the harder 
thing such as get up and exercise when you want to sit on the couch. When it’s easier to 
take a piece of dessert like everyone else, your prefrontal cortex reminds you to just eat 
fruit instead. 

These are pre-planned stop-starts like we’ve talked about. We’ve been reprogramming 
our brain and emotions to make that our automatic response is a healthy one in line 
with our real wants instead of an old auto response that leads us off track. 

The I will power, left side of the brain, helps us stick to boring repetitive, stressful 
projects such as finishing an hour on the treadmill instead of hitting the shower. I won’t 
power, right side of the brain, holds us back from following every impulse, craving or 
temptation to do the thing you don’t want to do. (Romans 7:19) 

The want power helps keep track of goals and desires and reminds you of your big 
overriding want. “The good you WANT to do.” 

This whole aspect of willpower is very related to self-control. Many times we eat as an 
autoresponse to stressors—the things that make you want to pull your hair out. It’s 
actually a physical response. 

So McGonigal talks about what happens when we walk past a bakery shop and see a 
delicious treat in the window. The brain is temporarily taken over by the promise of 
reward and launches the neurotransmitter dopamine to the part of your brain that 
controls your attention, motivation and action. It tells your brain, ‘Must get that treat 
now or I will die.” 

Seriously, I can remember many times I thought that I would die if I couldn’t eat what I 
wanted. However, it was simply the physical response because when the dopamine kicks 
in, blood sugar drops in anticipation of the sugary treat. 

As soon as your body anticipates the first bite, it releases a neurotransmitter that tells 
the body to take up whatever energy is circulating in the blood. The body’s logic is that 
when that dessert, which high in sugar and fat, enters the body, it is going to produce a 



major spike in blood sugar. To prevent a sugar coma or death by dessert, blood sugar 
currently in the bloodstream needs to be lowered. This drop leaves you shaky, cranky 
and making you crave dessert all the more. (It also always left me with a monstrous 
headache which I always took as meaning I needed to eat something with sugar. Which 
was true because not much blood was getting to my brain. 

So we go down in defeat and sugar wins … Not so fast though. What can we do instead? 

Remember, you have the secret weapon of willpower and God’s power. Willpower is that 
ability to do what really matters, even when it’s difficult, and it is powered by God. You 
really don’t want the momentary pleasure of the dessert in your mouth. You have bigger 
goals, like health, happiness and fitting into that cute motivation outfit you have 
hanging in the closet. 

Do you have a smaller outfit saved to get into as a reward? You can have several for 
different points in your journey. 

To exercise self-control we first need to identify that this is definitely an inner struggle. 
The struggle is not external. The enemy is not the piece of cake. It’s not harming us. The 
struggle is inside of us. 

Romans 7:19— The good I want to do I don’t do. What I don’t want to do, I do. 

Here are 10 things to take into consideration to bolster your self-control or willpower. 

1. What is the thought or feeling that makes you want to do what you really don’t 
want to do? Think about a specific temptation. What thought or feeling that made 
you want to eat that? Write it down. Acknowledge it exists. Think through 
whether it is something worth sidetracking your overall goal for or not. 

2. Understand this is not an external threat. In other words, dessert is not the 
enemy, your inner thoughts and feelings are the enemy throwing you off course. 

3. Understand your auto-response, the thing you’ve always done is what is 
sabotaging you and pushing you toward making a bad decision. 

4. You must recognize this and initiate self-control mode to provide protection of 
yourself by yourself. We need to reprogram our minds with autoresponse, a stop-
start. 



5. This starts with plan and pause. Or, stop, pray, follow. This is not an adrenal rush 
response that would happen if you had to run for your life from a threat. 
Remember, the threat is you. You need to slow down your response time to make 
an accurate decision based on what you really want. 

6. Physically stop yourself. Count to 100 and while you do that think about your why 
or what you really want, your overall goal. 

7. Take deep breaths. Try taking a deep breath in, hold for 10 seconds and exhale, 
do 10 of them to calm and slow your breathing. 

8. We are redirecting energy from our body’s stress response to the brain. We need 
to fuel the brain by allowing the blood to circulate there. We want heart rate to 
slow, not speed up. We want to breathe slowly instead of hyperventilating. We 
want our bodies to relax. 

9. We want our bodies to go into calmer state, but not go to sleep. This will give us 
freedom to do what we really want, take time to take a more thoughtful approach. 

10.  

We want to reduce stress such as: anxiety, anger, depression, loneliness, chronic pain, 
illness, financial, career and relationship issues. 

To reduce stress 

1. Exercise, 
2. Get a good night’s sleep at least 6-10 hours. 
3. Eat healthy, 
4. Drink more water, 
5. Cut down on caffeinated drinks, 
6. Spend quality time with friends and family, 
7. Spend time with children, 
8. Laugh, 
9. Spend time petting or caring for an animal, 
10. Read uplifting books, 
11. Listen to good music, 
12. Unplug by engaging in meaningful hobbies or activities, Paint, draw, do graphic 

design, crochet, knit, do woodworking, gardening, decorating, design clothes, do 
creative writing, working puzzles 



13. Make sure you have intimate times daily and planned get always with your 
spouse, 

14. Pray, 
15. Journal, 
16. Engage in other spiritual and church activities, 
17. Discover a renewed passion, hope and focus for your life. 
18. Take a real Sabbath away from work. 
19. Where possible, identify stressors and eliminate them. 
20. If your life is full of constant activity, eliminate some to give yourself time to rest 

and recuperate. 

If all of this sounds difficult, it’s really not. It’s just learning a different way to respond to 
what is happening around you and inside you. 

Remember we simply need to surrender to God and admit we need a power greater than 
ourselves to restore us to sanity. Then, allow God’s Grace to be that  power source. 

2 Cor. 12:9 MSG—His grace is enough. It’s all we need. His power is made complete in 
my weakness. 

Action steps: 

What will you do? START 

What won’t you do? STOP 

What do you want? Write your specific and state it out loud. If it is in line with God’s will 
He will grant it. Speak it into the universe. 

What is your major stressor right now? 

What stressors do you need to eliminate from your life? Which ones can you make a 
plan to eliminate? 

What can you do to add value to your life to counteract the stress? Name one specific 
thing you will add each week. 

 



 

 
	  


